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FLI-King Section 80 Serials 5746-5805 60 documents 215 pp. released 
5748 represents what for the Memphis PO and the Bureau is a charade. It is a short airtel recounting Huie's having said Ray sepnt the night of 4/2 near Corinth, Miss whereas the Memphis F.O. knew it was just :seeress the Miss line at the l'eSoto motel. It sent copies to what appears to be 40 other P.O.s for follow-ups. 
5750 is more on uevel, more on penetrations of SCLC,,pome not entirely undescribed. The same 100 and RacialMatter/Vombinge files are cited, evel's and SCLC's. This 5/13/68 airtel is from NY. It seems to identify a Phila. .5CW- source as PH 897-R, which I take to indicate racial as distinguished from political and criminal informant. His source was a Raymond (LNU). It reports that NY SCLC in under a masked rams. dtkeeker The FBI is kesing in "close contact with" (name.  masked). A Eq  note at the end identifies this source as "a highly confidential source." his probable means high in NY SCLC. Claims to 7(0)6.-(D). 
5753 is an odd teletype of an interview of Avery of May 20 over a news account of the day before of a threat against Ray not taken az more than a joke on 3/12/69. 
57700m Bevel kick, talk claimed(D)1-040I'eAter-4494e This is Atlanta Airtel of 6/4/69. It olealy indicates a source inside XL:, Hq who knew "'ravel was recape:ating in NYC and getting his paycheck forwarded from Phila residence. It has the same headings and file numbers, 100s, RMs, etc. 

5775 Hoove:r okays recommend they stay away from Bevel not to "dignify his position and remerks," especially because of his "reported mental condition." 
5798 Columbia report conversation with Neil aa. 'le said in his 1962 SatEvePost piece he did mean Stoner by Mr X. Be also identifies himself as the hueband of the woman who was writing the Marina Oswald book. he reported what }v: took to be a threat from someone who answered Stoner's phone. 

5802 lie of and about list of property on Aey when captured. 
5805 reports lie's offer of a copy of the ms of his book. RArlier Bureau instructed its NY people to try to obtain a copy. But this 8/28/69 note on 8/28/69 airtel recommends against it lest oie claim FBI "approval." 


